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 To the One.
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About the author

 My name means dweller of the valley. Like the river

my life has ebbed and flowed, endured the storms,

bathed in its beauty, and found its tranquillity. My

mission is to be faithful and true. Poetry is foreign to

me, so excuse my mistakes, but with someone to

guide me I\'ll do what it takes.
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 Two worlds 

Can I live in two worlds, is it pleasure I seek, one for the offering, one for the week. Help I must
seek, to live in two worlds. 
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 I am what I am

I Am what I Am.  What does that mean, am I someone vindictive, obscene?  Am I the one I am
meant to be, Am I the one who sets me free?
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 Without You 

Without you I am nothing, what am I to do. The moment I surrender my life will be with you. What
will I lose then and what will I gain.Take away the madness, renew me, I'll glorify your name.  
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 Pedicure

These tired old feet sure need a rest, a pedicure! I'll put that to the test. Starts with a foot spa,
massage chair for my back, bonus offer or are they just being slack?  My nails are ugly, all out of
shape, big ones ingrowing, is this a mistake?  The clippers struggle to get though the nail, years of
neglect, them I have failed.  Cream applied, back in the bath. The weapons are out, feet on the
towel. It hurts as she scraps and cuts, I wonder if she feels sick in the guts. I console myself as she
massages my leg, with gloves on her hands, like embalming the dead. Hot rocks, then the hot towel,
she lifts her head, "finish now".  Now it's all over is does feel cool,  a $40 pamper, for this aging fool.
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 Hiding

The hiding of His power, is that for men, and if we hide His power, what would happen then? The
hiding of His power will it give us strive, the hiding of His power, can it give life? The hiding of His
power, what a paradox, the hiding of His power. Brilliant. 
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 Words

If a man is judged by his words, what is he to do? Choose them wisely is what I hear, and let them
all be true. 
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 Hot

The sun is out, it's heating up, sticky after the rain. The air is still, cicadas sing, the birds don't want
to play. The wasp is out, moving about, it don't bother him. I'm up here on the mountain, man I'd
love a swim. 
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 Paper Wasps

What was that! Paper Wasps. 

I love to live in harmony with nature, but this will never do. 

Those Agro Wasps have set up camp, it's either me or you. 

Now I am not a brave man and don't delight in killing anything, 

But these buggers have to go because man they can sting. 

With overalls, hat and glasses on, I sneak up on the foe, 

The breeze is up and I'm shit scared, but I have to have a go. 

As I get close, I don't know why, I get my feet tangled in the cord, 

I know there is no turning back, well at least I am not bored! 

Conditions are right, winds from behind as I sneak up on the foe. 

With shaking hands I apply the flame, sorry you have to go.  

It looks to me like dozens streaming from the nest, 

The battles on but their no match, this LPG is the best. 

Then one appears from nowhere, now I'm in a fight. 

I back up quickly shouting F-OFF waving the flame from left to right. 

Safely back now in the shed I hope I got them all, 

or have I just made an enemy, I didn't want to go to war.
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 Smoking

I like to have a smoke, I do it by myself 

Either up the shed on my throne, or on my back deck. 

I smoke in the evening with a drink in my hand 

And listen to the sounds of this your promised land. 

The night is so perfect, simmering and bright 

The stars and nature calling, to witness your delights 

You have made me who I am Lord, and now I am never blue, 

But always grateful, for you just being you. 

Yes, I am free Lord, all your promises are true 

And everything I am Lord, is because of you. 

You have taught me not to wander, 

Far from under your wing 

Your beauty, your splendor, of these I can sing. 

The place where you abide Lord, a shelter and a spring, 

Sealed in His favour, a gift from the King. 

And with this gift treasures untold, but not of mortal things, 

To walk with you it all unfolds 

Glory to the King. 
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 February 

There's a celebration coming, what's it all about? About a life of freedom, well I have my doubts.
Should I speak out? Don't offend these precious ones. Are the really fragile? The can take it up the
bum. And if I were to speak out against this ancient sin, the swine would turn and trample me,
magnifying sin. So what am I to do Lord? The future will unfold, just keep working, and doing what
you're told. 
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 Hidden

There is something we can find and it's hidden in plain sight. 

Evidence is everywhere, the earth speaks of its might. 

It was there in the beginning, before the earth was formed 

Revealed in a story, written long ago. 

The voice of it thundered from its ancient throne 

And called in to creation the place that we call home. 

Yes it is still calling, come here my little ones 

I'll tell you the story of what you shall become. 

Now where to find this treasure, more precious than gold 

It's hidden in the lines 

Greatest story ever told.
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 Belated Valentine 

Send a Valentine note..It's a little late I said. Why not? Do you think their already dead. What can I
say then, what are we defending. Tell them son, It's the only love with a truly happy ending. 
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 Christian 

I called myself a Christian, but that was I while ago. Nothing against the people just didn't go with
the flow. Stayed with it 20 years until I found the light, confirmed what I already knew, something
wasn't right. Now I am not a traitor and haven't lost my faith, but lessons that were spoken haven't
found their place. The end hasn't come, but it will, the time is short. Like sands through the hour
glass. 
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 Good Cop Bad Cop

Nations are dividing 

Not just left and right 

Leagues are developing 

In the twilight 

The old rulers are fading 

But not without a fight 

People are complaining 

But do they have a right 

What's on the Horizon is anybody's guess 

The only thing I can say is 

It looks a bloody mess
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 Power of the pen

I never took to reading, writing I deplored. Could hardly string a sentence together and mumbled
when I talked. But since I have seen the light my attitude has changed. I know the word is powerful,
I know it cuts both ways. Gentle is the way to go to turn this ship around, to wait and watch its
graceful flow scatter good seed on His ground. Now back to the pen, how does it compare? The
spoken word is powerful but can vanish in thin air..The written word can gather dust, but that don't
bother me,  I'm just here to do my bit, nothing to sleazy... It may hit its target, only heaven knows. So
don't despair write it down, then go have a doze. 
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 A word

What a difference a word can bring flowing from His mouth... When you know it is the truth of that
you have no doubt..It's like the anointed oil that flowed down Aaron's beard, refreshing as the waters
that flow in all your tears..Yes my friends it's evidence of what you are to Him..So search the word
that you may find your glory in the King. 
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 Geezer

I met a man today from old Leigh-on-sea. We spoke about Australia and here is what he said to me,
Australia is okay you have the beach and sun, but I would trade it all tomorrow, for a pint or two, with
some geezers down the pub. 
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 The Night

The sun has faded 

The evening sings it's song 

Night birds call on distant boughs 

The insects sing along 

It is the night I praise the Lord 

Listen carefully 

All creation calls to Him 

The air, the earth, the sea 

A gentle breeze carries it 

As the stars come out to play 

Among the host, we will soon see 

A new moon in it's place 

But there can be no doubt 

It's there for all to see 

The glory that's in His embrace 

For all eternity 
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 Ageing 

I'm as strong as an ox..And fit as a fiddle..And sometimes sleep through the night..Without waking
up for a piddle. 
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 The poet

Words of the poet 

What do they seek 

Where do they come from 

What do they speak 

The poets mind 

Can be profound 

Searching depths 

Seldom found 

Light and dark 

Love and hate 

Or maybe nothing really great 

Whatever they do 

It's worth a note 

While they listen 

There's always hope.
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 Voodoo

Thought I'd give it a go 

Thought it couldn't hurt 

But after the pins were out 

The main difference I notice 

 $150.00 short.
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 Eagles eyes

The eagles eyes are watching 

Searching for the prey 

The lion is ready 

His teeth are on display 

The bull is there also 

His horns shining bright 

And man is out the front 

A symbol of His might 

Their wings touch each other 

Straight ahead they go 

Not looking to another 

The job at hand they know 

Between the coals of fire 

Small torches move about 

The fire glows brightly 

Then you hear the shout 

Awesome is His majesty 

Come 

While it may be found 

Let His holy fire 

Purify this ground. 
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 Testing

Life's tests are nothing new 

They can destroy 

Or strengthen you. 

The harshest test can be close to home 

Coming from our flesh and bone 

Scorn for blood we must resist 

Tempting us to react 

Words for words 

Act for act. 

Love for hate 

Destroys the cancer 

A soft word 

Is an answer.
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 Mocking

Mock me if you want to 

Mock me while you can 

I am just a dick-less wonder 

Unlike you 

A real man 

But when your at the bar 

With the other trogs 

Please remember 

I can go home to my wife 

You can fuck your dog x.
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 Inner peace 

The inner peace I feel just remembering your blessing you bestowed on me, just a small experience
just a small dream one may exclaim but not so for this experience, had a glorious awakening and a
spiritual power no one on earth could ever receive unless you bestowed it you can be given honour
on earth to man's folly. But the honour of seeing the Glory of Our Dear Lord Jesus is an honour no
man can be given it's a spiritual gift straight from the Saviour himself it can not be bought it cannot
be sold it's something to sing about it's something to be told it's like the moon in the sky and the
smell of a flower fragrants of a night it's a wonderful thought to know Jesus teaches us what is
right.He loves all dearly He cares for our needs He flows through our veins like a spiritual stream.
"Praise the Lord." 
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 Daniel 

Daniel answered and said: "Blessed be the name of God forever and ever, for wisdom and might
are His. And He changes the times and seasons; He removes kings and raises up kings; He gives
wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who have understanding. He reveals deep and secret
things; He knows what is in the darkness, and light dwells with Him.
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 The Beach 2023

The roar of the ocean the sound of the sea. Everyone's happy, including me. Boys and girls forming
friendships before puberty, a tattooed father with his kids in the surf, crowds between the flags
watched by middle aged men with hawk eyes in yellow and red, Amateur swimmers bobbing about
trying to avoid the inevitable cold rush.   Young women displaying their bums in the shallows,
watched by eagle eyed men in yellow and red. I wondered how uncomfortable those strings are, and
why the fashion. An attractive woman reclines on the sand, her form perfect, beautiful, more
comfortable than a Danish chair, bringing back memories of youth.  A mother and daughter chatting,
the sea to loud to hear what they say, their faces delightful. Cool cabarners are now put away, wine
and jewellery are on display. People enjoying the end of the day, an afternoon at the beach, the
great Aussie way. The sun is setting behind the trees. The north easterly is cool, fish and chips for
this old fool.
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 Go figure

I red and I red and I red, mostly forgotten what was said. Couldn't retain although I read it a hundred
times. Must have thought what a dumb ass, leave him behind. But I did remember something he
said, I'll mulch it and water it and see if it grows. If it doesn't bear fruit, out it goes. So here I am
doing my thing, not what I figured, but worth a fling.
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 What if

What if life was nothing new 

What if its been before 

What if the thing we hold most dear 

Is really not that dear at all 

Would will still be concerned with the worries of this life 

Would we still store up riches 

Preparing for future or strife 

We are here for a moment 

Like flowers we fade 

Why do we toil 

When we could rest in the shade.
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 What I love

I love my life that's for sure..I love the shade under the sun..I love my friends, both o I d and young..I
love my wife and children too, although sometimes that's hard to do..I love the coolness of the
breeze, the rivers gentle flow..The splendor of the trees, the birds, the reptiles and all that
breaths..The insects busy in the sun, well I can't love everyone..But this thing I know for sure, the
love of God will win my war. 
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 Kumquats

The Sulphur- crested cockatoo is a noisy bird 

Even in the twilight their squawking is heard 

We know their intelligent and live many years 

But when one spoke to me softly 

Nearly brought on a tear 

Now when I say spoke I don't know what he said 

But I got the impression he wanted to be friends 

Thing is, he was right above my kumquat trees 

Each season destroyed by the flying trapeze 

Like teenage vandals they tear them apart 

Leaving nothing for me, but revenge in my heart 

So I'm a little suspicious of my new found friend 

A con-man most subtle  

After his own end.
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 The garden 

I love my garden..my wife thinks it's a mess..But every afternoon I visit to taste how much I'm
blessed..Cherry tomatoes everywhere, like a jungle growing wild..Growing with the parsley, rocket
by its side..The pumpkin vine is blossoming, it has never failed..Thirty two we got last year, It now
sounds like a tale. The seeds I threw down the back never expecting to grow, now have plants I
shouldn't have, but no one needs to know..Lettuce, herbs, potatoes, just sprout out of the
ground..And give me a harvest of which I can't be proud. 
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 Summary 

How do you sum up a place you call home..It would take hours leaving you cold..I remember
growing up as a child we had freedom to roam..No mobiles just big voices and Bakelite phones..The
rules were clear, be home before the street lights come on.. Otherwise you get a smack on the
bum..Hills, Valleys, bays and bush we did explore..Billy carts, scooters, dragsters, wheel stands
galore..rock flights, sword fights, wrestling around...Arm in arm with your best mate, that's what it
was all about..It was a time to respect your elders..And a time the elders let us play..The street had
many children, all fun and games..The street was home to different kinds..The successful and the
humble, to the literally blind.. Everyone seemed to get along..If there were problems I didn't
know..An age of innocence.. where did it go.
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 Today

Today I met a train driver having a smoke..Told me a story, could be a joke..Said to his girlfriend, "I
don't like your underwear". Don't like the colour, the cut, or the lace on the hem..She said okay, stop
wearing them then. 
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 Old school 

I was raised on the river,worked it all my life..Not much schooling, it's kept me out of strife..But
regulations have taken their toll, now more than ever you must do what your told..They called me a
grandfather, said we are not focused on old salts like you, your okay until 2022..But three years
early they sent out a lad, peak hat, sunglasses, mobile phone. O yea, and a brand new boat..all paid
by tax payers, what a joke..Not long out a uni, not much of a clue..told me I'm numbered my days
are through..The methods your using look unsafe to me, we don't like drop hammer pile drivers, it's
old technology..So now I want you to prove that it's safe..years without incident! what a
disgrace..Thirty years I've been working this gear, never had a problem, there's nothing to fear..well
that may be so but it don't impress me, written certificates are what we need.  You can object to my
superiors, so that's what I tried..Took 3 months to get their reply.. now in summary it said, "Licence
suspended "..My business plan dead...They take out small business, frame mischief with a law,
jacking up prices for even the poor..Yes I think the systems a farce.. So now I write ditties and sit on
my arse.
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 Attraction 

Why are we attracted to things that kill..could be diet, drink or a pill..sometimes self loathing or
talking trash..often fast cars, sex and cash..something is warring inside our minds..blocking our ears
and blinding our eyes..the spirit is strong but the flesh is weak..but a man's spirit can slay the
beast..the heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked..the flesh it kills. 
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 Surrender

To be left on the shelf 

When beauty abounds 

To want to take credit 

For what is not ours 

A longing for favor 

Applause and a cheer 

Vanity rising 

Can anyone hear 

Don't worry if it ever gets read 

Be confident in the messages sent 

There are many masters 

Choose carefully 

Beauty it rises 

When you forget about me.
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 Who pays

  

Like cunning slavers with their lies that caught their victims by surprise enticing them to come on in
taste the fruit the funds within  

The credit trap  

The people pay  

While bankers cronies  

Fuck and play. 
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 Cruel masters

The borrower is servant to the lender  

It's always been that way  

With money control 

They have the sway 

They think they are cleaver  

But must pay their debt 

With violence and bloodshed  

They cast their net 

The earth testifies against their creed  

Money, power, lies and greed  

Modern day slavery  

Fuelling the cause  

Using usury to work us all 

Yes they will come to a bend 

And righteousness will return  

At their bitter end. 
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 It's spiritual 

The wrestle we have has always been  

Hear with us today  

The tactics,moves and holds they use  

Are keeping us at bay  

We should know our enemies they've done it all before  

But to fight you must apply A Spirit to the war  

How do you know which side to take  

Or any side at all  

You might think what a load of bull  

So walk right through that door  

There are many roads that lead up  

These you can explore  

But only One sits at the top  

All the others fall  

To question what is right  

This we must explore  

To lead us back to ourselves  

To fight the real war  

And when we win the battle  

And slay the wicked beast  

We will be free from tyranny  

The Lord Almighty as our chief. 
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 The track

There is a hidden track  

People seldom find  

Hidden in a world  

There amongst the blind 

But once your eyes are open 

It's very plain to see 

But don't step to the left or right 

On the sides is treachery  

You must follow diligently 

And from the coarse not stray 

Then you'll find the secret  

To show others the way.
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 The con

They have conned the world  

It's plain to see  

Just repeating history  

There's nothing new under the sun  

But I wonder if this could be the big one  

See I think they have cooked their goose  

Or has the rooster lost his roost 

What ever the analogy  

The consequence is pain 

Through bringing civilisation  

Down again  

The signs are always the same  

Don't blame Him  

He's not to blame  

When we are led away from Him  

It falls apart 

Into sin 

If you are listening  

This I say  

Get on your knees  

To Him pray 

There is no other who can sort this out  

Get to know Him 

He will leave no doubt. 
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 Divided 

People are divided  

Which way to turn  

Deceitful doctrine  

Engulfing the world  

No turning back  

Can anyone see  

Innocence dying  

Or is it just me  

Why the fighting  

What is it for  

They preach peace  

And offer war  

When will we say 

Enough is enough  

Hypocrisy expose  

The coward cream puffs  

The whole things creepy  

The whole things queer  

Diverting attention  

Look over here 

Dredging for dirt  

When the filth can be seen 

Arming brother against brother 

Is really obscene  

While the rulers are safe 

In their stolen nest 

Telling the world 

It's all for the best 

But who is really pulling the strings  

Who's the chess master 

The champ in the ring  

Who could set all this out  

A crafty enemy  
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Have no doubt  

Sorry if it sounds like a rave  

But nothing ventured  

Nothing gained.  
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 Brothers 

Brothers killing brothers  

This is war 

They speak the same language  

Why must they fall  

Fed by global blood stained hoars  

Greedy kings like pawns they play  

With others lives to get their way  

But in the end they will fall  

It is the consequence of war 

  

When honor is replaced by greed 

When love fails and righteousness recedes  

The hour comes like a thief in the night  

Not only shaking the earth  

But heaven this time.  
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 Indian summer 

Seasons come and season go  

It's nice to catch the change  

Not be caught up in other stuff  

And miss the turning page  

I felt the season changing  

I feel it in the night  

For me the Indian summer  

Will bring on her delights. 
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 Everyone 

It's hard work when there's so much to say  

To summarise the complex when there's so much at play  

I believe it's impossible to do  

Whatever is spoken may not be the truth  

It needs to be examined  

Examined by you  

If you seek it 

You'll find the proof  

Look for the signs  

Don't miss the fun  

The offer is open to everyone. 
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 Confidence 

Some have confidence in themselves  

Others just stay on the shelf  

Some have confidence in their way  

Others sometimes go astray  

Some have confidence in their wealth  

Others suffer poorer health  

Some have confidence in their power  

Others hoping for their hour 

I have confidence in non of the above  

I have confidence in His love  

It's all the confidence we need  

And sprouts from the smallest seed.  
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 Problems 

Problems arising  

Look over there  

Can you see it 

Do you care 

To give of our substance  

Is for us to decide  

Don't be fooled  

By the spin  

And the lies  

Give to your neighbour  

Love your neighbour  

Is what he said  

Look after the widow  

And those in distress  

The ones around us  

It's them we bless 

He loves a cheerful giver  

And can't be outdone  

Test him on this 

He owns it all 

He will repay  

That's for sure  

We can solve the problems  

If we take on the task 

The worker us worthy  

With no need to ask.
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 Trying to kill

There's a battle going on  

And it's between my ears  

Aren't I free  

Why the fears  

My wife says  

"Your an addict " 

You've always been that way  

It's all or nothing  

Now it's everyday  

The life I lead  

May seem obscure  

Wrong some would say  

But wisdom is justified of her children  

And children like to play  

So whoever you are  

Inside my head  

I'll keep living  

Your threats are dead. 
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 Glory

Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom  

Nor the mighty in their might 

Nor the rich in their riches 

They can take flight 

Will who is wise understand this 

Whom from the mouth was spoken  

Who will declare it 

The bells are but a token 

Why does the land perish  

And non pass through  

Left like a wilderness  

No-one with a clue 

Call for the wailing women  

Let them make haste 

Eyelids gush with water  

Our lands in disgrace  

To know him is to love him 

His glory above all 

Call to him, render our hearts 

Save us from the fall. 

Some say: where is this One 

You speak so much about 

Has he gone on holiday  

Why does he make us doubt 

This is a message to all the tortured souls 

Seek him while he can be found 

Before the windows close.
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 It died

When it died it all went black  

Nothing could I see  

Friendships formed 

Contacts torn 

Gloom and misery  

All lost 

At what cost  

Despair fell over me 

But praise the Lord  

My phones alright  

Just the battery. 
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 Elections 

The elections are over 

I didn't use my vote 

To me it has no winners  

All of them a joke 

But now that it is over 

Another side I see 

Good nature, consideration 

Above the party machine 

Grace and good will 

A rare sight in this modern day 

Gives me hope for the future  

I hope the spirit stays.
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 O Lord

O Lord, O Lord, O Lord, O Lord  

You are so good to us 

O Lord, O Lord, O Lord, O Lord  

In you I put my trust  

I love you Lord  

You know me well  

All I have is yours  

And in return  

You give me grace 

To walk upon your earth 

O Lord, O Lord, O Lord, O Lord  

In you is found the truth  

Creation cries out for you 

Look! We are the proof 

O Lord, O Lord, O Lord, O Lord  

What more is there to do  

But praise you Lord  

For all you are  

With a heart renewed. 
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 Thinking 

Thinking about thinking  

Thinking is my favourite thing to do  

The joy of thinking  

Seems only for a few  

Others do the thinking  

And tell them what to do  

Taking all the fun bits 

Nothing left to chew  

I think thinking  

Is the best part of the job 

Makes my labour easy  

Doesn't make me a slob  

I think thinking  

Should be for everyone  

Because when we find the answers  

No longer are we dumb. 
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 Cath

A virtuous wife is someone to hold 

Her worth above rubies  

More precious than gold  

Loyal to both family and friends  

Devoted to all 

On her we depend  

Gird her with strength  

Strengthen her arms 

Stretch out her hands  

Be her charm  

Bless and honour her  

In all her ways 

Comfort for all  

To you be the praise  

Go with her 

In you we trust  

And bring her safely  

Back home to us.
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 Oil

Disclaimer: I get my facts?? From YouTube and then get them scrambled in my brain and they
come out as this- 

Russia produces 11 000 000 barrels of oil a day  

Sells 2 000 000 a day to china. 

US Produces 70 000 000 barrels a day and sells the excess to Europe.  

They call it an energy crisis.  

The volumes are enormous  

And that's not including the rest of the world's oil producers  

How much can a poor man use 

May be I should thank God they jack up all the prices  

The more I think about it  

The whole thing is a joke  

So save the world  

With your Tesla car 

And make sure you don't smoke.
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 Blotted out

There is a banking crisis. 

What are we to do? 

"Close all the smaller ones, it's easier with few. 

Give the money to us, we are the big six. 

Remember how to play the game  

 JB is on the fix. 

The other clowns will follow, we can give them more hand outs. 

And when we have them stitched up, the wealth will be ours." 

"We can shame the people, they will take the blame.  

They will follow us into hell, 

We blotted out His name." 
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 Numbers 

A barrel of oil producers 1700kwh of energy..the world consumes 94 million barrels a day..94m x
1700 = 159 trillion (give or take a few hundred billion) of kWh per day. 

If you need 12.8 sq metres of solar panel to produce 1700kwh.. 

If I divide the energy use of oil per day 159 800 000 000 divide it by 12.8.. gives me 484 375 000 sq
mtrs.. or 484 375 sq kilometres.  

Now I don't know if my maths is right. A fish rots from the head. We need more than sun light.
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 Trapped 

Lyrics are poetry in song..Sometimes right Sometimes wrong..They can speak a message from the
soul..I'm trapped in a life that isn't my own..fame and fortune can mask the truth..behind the act is
the proof..looking good..but out of it..mental disorders..in the pit..tortured preaches singing about
highs and addictions fears and doubts..telling their story until the end..trapped for eternity? Who is
their friend. 
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 The voice 

We all want a voice  

A voice can do well  

But what controls the tongue that will tell  

A small spark starts a fire  

Words can pierce like a sword  

But the words of the wise heal  

I ask that whoever controls the tongue  

Will be the wise one. 
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 Sorry about Sorry 

Seems I was fallible  

Quiet a shock to see 

The full moon rising 

As I had a pee 

That I got it so wrong 

To me is a mystery  

But I am not into excuses 

it Deserves an apology  

The moon is my calendar 

Weird I know 

I watch for it diligently  

I am guided by its flow 

Somewhat of a wake up call 

I am slipping  

It would seem 

Or maybe I judged and fell in a trap 

Guilty I must plead. 

So thank you for their service  

And all that they have done 

And may this time bring all the blessings  

That are promised in His Son. 
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 Slipping

When I feel myself slipping  

Sinking in the mud  

Condemnation searches  

Looking for blood  

My soul will worship  

The Ancient of days  

He will deliver  

I am His slave  

He knows my reasoning  

Let Him search my heart 

His promises are sure  

He will not tarry  

For to Him, my friend  

I am to marry. 
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 Fault

What is the fault  

Who shone the way 

Eyes darkened  

Voices dismay  

What brought us to the crux  

Nonsense exalted 

Reason snuffed  

We where given dominion  

To take care of all 

We have exploited  

And glory in war  

It's a sad indictment  

Of what the world has become  

Our fearless leaders  

Not mirroring His son 

If we searched our hearts 

We might find the way  

In each of us is hidden the truth  

The answers revealed  

In our reproof  

In one 

All things were created  

To regain control  

To Him 

We must be mated.
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 Scheme 

There seems to be a scheme  

To keep them in control  

The silver and gold are mine 

Saith the Lord 

Heed what he has told.
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 Compare 

I love you  

You know I do  

If I look elsewhere  

Nothing compares  

All your ways are beyond reproach  

Never leave me 

Without you I am broke. 
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 The stick

It's time for the stick! 

I heard a stooge say 

It's what they understand  

We must treat them this way. 

Who talks like that, with a lung full of lies 

We are the mighty  

Bend or goodbye.  

On the highway many will go  

Talking rubbish as if they know  

I followed a thread on nuclear war  

Plenty say, "it's not that bad"  

The nuclear winter was only a fad  

Science has proved it stays localised  

I guess they proved that in the Marshall Islands  

To the natives surprise  

Told them "don't worry"  

We take your blood and have your vitals read  

Testing them like guinea pigs until the day they dropped dead  

With demented perversity they marked some cheer  

Naming a sexy new swimwear after the south Sea paradise they nuked without fear 

I really struggle to see the gain we carry the cross and deliver such pain.  

Beware of the leaven which is hypocrisy God save us from this evil disease.  
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 Sight

Maybe I could use better sight  

As I stayed up late I could read and write  

But with blurry glasses I'm left alone  

To think of the joy's that keep my soul. 
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 Anonymous

O to be anonymous 

That's a life indeed 

To be unspotted by the world 

As we plant His precious seed 

To know it is the greatest gift 

Passed down through history 

To know the love from above 

That heals in time of need 

To do justly, love mercy, and shun the life of greed 

To love your neighbor as yourself 

In these He is well pleased 

To do our deeds for nothing in return 

It is the act of being Him 

And from Him we must learn 

Then He will shine bright 

For all the world to see 

Knowing that it isn't you 

The blessing they receive 

Greater are his gifts 

Stored up for you and me 

Than all the riches of this world 

If we can succeed.
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 Evangelism 

Some shout it out 

Jesus His son 

Died for your sins 

Come on in, Come  

Others like charitable deeds  

Helping others in their time of need 

Still some study the text 

And listen to teachers  

Who think they know best 

me, I am  just sitting here  

Waiting and wanting  

With only one to fear. 
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 Windscreen 

My windscreen is cracked  

Rego is due 

I'll claim on insurance  

That's what I'll do  

I've gone around in circles  

It seems like a farce  

I wonder if they know  

I like sitting on my arse.
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 Scammers

Nothing to do with us  

Don't look over here  

It's down there with the rat's and dogs  

Those you have to fear  

We've got an answer  

Have you had your shot  

Here's another and another  

You will need a lot  

We will be their Saviour  

Don't worry about the loss  

It will rake the money in 

We can hide the human cost 

Then there's the war's  

Look who points the finger  

More money in the coffer  

Consequences  

A real shocker  

So be careful with your money  

The banks are not to blame  

What is truth  

No one knows  

But all must bear their shame.
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 Oxmorons 

I was at Woolies this week  

The bench seat that I seen  

With an old man sitting on it  

Proudly claim 99% green  

The rainbow was a promise  

Gay was never proud  

Shittim built the altar  

To swear was to take a vow 

Moving forward with the notion  

That green will save the day  

Destruction of land and oceans  

So we can have our way 

Being wise becoming fools  

Glory have they changed 

To stop total destruction  

A Saviour we must raise. 
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 There\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'s gold in them there.

I started on a project  

A few years ago  

Involved ashes and acid  

Thought I was in the know 

After some disappointment  

And in a time of need 

I put it in a cupboard  

To return to when things are lean  

All of this solution  

I don't know how to ask 

I'll try electrowinning  

Either way could be a blast  

The results were amazing  

Black sludge everywhere  

I counted up my blessing  

Forgetting past despair  

My hopes were tempered  

I shouldn't be surprised  

A wash in nitric acid  

Dissolved my fortune before my eyes  

The little left I washed and rinsed  

And repeated over at length  

Then I hit it with AR and now have a cocktail  

That looks like creme de menthe. 
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 Local

The sun has warmed the concrete on my favourite seat. I like the cardamom tea, from the Nepalese
grocery store, delicious. .  

The suburb seems lonely as I sit here on my own.  

Here's another human a Chinaman having a smoke, I raised my cup and say enjoy, he smiles like I
told a joke.  

I move down the mall, there are people milling around.  

There's a buska in the distant putting out their sound.  

A mums taking a photo of her daughter blowing bubbles, I sneak behind into the picture, she grins,
I'm out of trouble.  

Bohemian rhapsody resounding from a keyboard, a passionate teenager showing us his worth,
practise makes perfect, some have it with birth. 

I've spent a lifetime in this area, a familiar face I can't see.  

Probably best as I think about my life where I have been,  what I have become. 

The answers to my questions,  contemplated in the son.  

An Asian influence has permeated the place, as I eat my hand made noodles I do enjoy the taste.  

My local centre has changed over my years but I am not afraid of what it's become. It brings me lots
of joy. 

Just a small player in a life out of control looking for a window to befriend another soul.  

The homeless here are not rejected Ray with the bird gets most of the attention. A thug stole it once
to impress his girl: locals came to the rescue, sat on the offender until the police were called. Off to
the station with him, Ray's bird returned.  

Yes this place seems to accept everybody, I come here often, it's kind of a hobby, to watch them all
from the poor to the snobby.  

Just another day but I go home a winner. 

I buy roast duck and have pancakes for dinner.  
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 Today

My father was an engineer in the royal navy ww11  

My uncle was in the middle east before being sent to new guinea to fight the Japanese  

His uncle fought in the middle east he was a gunner of renown  

But when his medal was announced fishing he was found  

I knew a man not very well died without a sound  

A eulogy I had to give and in his van I found  

"Do unto others as others do unto you." 

He had joined the communist party straight after the war I could only wonder what the hell for  

Today there was an atmosphere like a calm before a storm  

Wisdom in diplomacy  

Hypocrisy in war. 
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 Doves eyes

I have a friend called Dave 

Not an old man 

Still likes a rave 

His eyes match his personality  

Twinkling and bright  

Wherever he goes  

He he let's in the light.  

Just one of a few 

That I call friends  

They make life joyful  

On them he depends. 
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 Blood

I saw a friend one Saturday morn  

Had blood all over him 

Tattered and torn  

Couldn't remember if he had been in a fight  

Couldn't remember any of last night  

He knew he lost his wallet and phone  

We back tracked from home to the pub  

To early to open but they were unloading the truck  

Turns out they seen it all  

My friend was so drunk he napped on the tar  

Another drunk drove around the corner and nearly hit him with his car  

My friend staggers up to say hi  

Gets a punch in the face and one in the eye  

"Who is he, how can I find him?" 

Why do that! Leave it behind you.  

But it was not about his face 

The fault was his 

The driver had a case  

What a man I thought  

To seek to apologise for his mistake. 
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 Tonight 

I am invited to my friends tonight  

I love their company  

And they are good cook's  

And entertaining  

I will enjoy the feed 

My fridge is almost empty  

Good timing  

Yes indeed. 
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 Business 

Being in business what is it for 

Is it for the money 

To have dominion over the poor  

The illusion of wealth has infected our minds  

The love of money has sent the world blind  

A good business partner is what you need  

One that isn't focused on power and greed  

One that will put society first  

And do the right thing 

Even to his hurt 

One that will swap profit for gain  

And pour out a blessing that's hard to contain. 
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 Howard 

I have a friend named Howard  

A very honest bloke  

Thinks out of the square  

Could be thought a joke  

Wisdom is his companion  

This I know is true  

It can be seen in his dealings  

With all not just a few  

I do believe the world  

Would be a better place  

If more men were like Howard  

In him is no disgrace. 
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 Fact or fiction 

The penny dropped as I listened today  

Rorting was the subject no grace was on display  

The presenter read a heart rending text 

Her name I heard him say 

In an instant dejavu entered my mind  

I've heard this woman previously  

Eyes opened that were blind  

Fiction is a fantasy  

Fact will save the day  

Personal, emotional  

Truth on display  

The world needs the real  

This is a fact  

But they can have their fun 

The race isn't run 

But truth will have the bat. 
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 Strong 

I want to be strong  

But feel weak  

This older body 

Is starting to creak 

Patch it up Lord 

Find the leaks 

And bale the bilges 

Remove the reek 

We can set sail 

When the weathers fair 

And tell a tale 

Of tender care.
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 Graduation day

It was my sons graduation day  

He said he would drive  

Nearly cut into an Audi  

It was an innocent mistake  

The driver didn't think so 

She was quite irate  

We stopped at the lights  

So I went to get out 

To ask miss perfect  

If she had any doubts  

"Don't do it dad." 

So back in the car 

The campus was beautiful  

Parking was free 

Modern buildings  

Cheap cups of tea 

Luminaries expounded their achievements  

And what can be done 

Parents like me just wanted to see their son  

Muster presented  

Tip of the hat 

Shake of the hand  

Deal was done 

Happened so fast I missed his part 

Instead of video  

A broken heart  

At refreshments the professional photo's are for sale 

$65.00 a print, framed if you have the funds 

Against good advice thought I should buy one 

I just wanted to have a closer look  

But when the kid wouldn't let me through  

I said "that's a shame, fuck you!" 

I  had to apologise to him and my son 
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A great example  

Today was not one 

We celebrated with a bad burger  

Wasn't as bad as I think 

My son told my wife 

He thinks I need a shrink! 
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 Elements 

As he sat in his house with the elders before him  

The hand of God fell there upon him  

God's appearance on fire glowing bright in his glory  

Pure Spiritual chemistry All elements dissolved before Him 

Fire that cleanses spirit and soul  

No gods can stand 

Total control  

Confirmation He is superior  

Nothing can withstand the fervent heat 

Pure power 

Spiritual elite  

His crown and His glory  

Most think it's a fable  

But they are fools 

At one with Him is cool 

They hide in the shadows casting their spells  

But they are no challenge  

His fire is hell 

So don't be misled the future is clear  

His bride He will call 

Cleanse yourself now before the fall  

The image of jealousy it may rise 

But He has determined  

Their demise.  
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 Common

This we have in common  

The Lord made us all  

From the foolish to the wise  

The rich and the poor  

Wealth is a defence from this worlds needs  

But a good name is better 

It has been decreed  

Wealth can't defend you at the end  

The books will be opened all is revealed  

The intent of the heart nothing concealed  

Wisdom will defend the poor  

Wealth, really, what is it for? 

Being wise they became fools  

The Word is correct  

Society darkened  

By its effects  

All problems  

Stem from one thing  

The perversion of knowledge and fear 

Of the Almighty King.  
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 Dumbed down

The people are being dumbed down  

Without a peep without a sound  

Dictated to enslave our soul  

Minorities top of the pole 

Blindly following the lead  

The puppet masters get to stay 

By convincing us they are the way 

No room for error  

Or so they think 

The Lord Almighty doesn't blink 

He sees it all from beginning to end 

Where will they take us? 

I really don't think AI is our friend.  

Is there another way  

Fools won't find it some will stray  

Don't believe me or anyone it is revealed in His son  

So here's a tip from me to you, the truths inside us, don't be blue  

Listen to the quiet voice the one that steers us right  

You will know the way to go  

He will shine a light. 
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 Paper tiger 

A paper tiger I don't want to be  

All truth is totally free  

To live a life that's not my own  

Free to believe the word that is sown  

To walk through life not doing much  

In a world that needs His touch  

Visit countries travel the world  

Feed the homeless  

Preach His word  

This is what the world likes to see  

Help me Lord  

A paper tiger I don't want to be. 
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 Narrative 

As I listened I thought to myself  

I have heard these words before  

From One who spoke and gave me joy 

A life worth living for  

From loving lips I heard  

About the blessings and the curse  

About the road that I should take  

The master and His coarse  

My light in a darkening world  

My sheild and counterweight  

The gentle voice that comforts me 

Leaving no debate  

But as I listened once again  

The scene was not related  

Suddenly it dawned on me  

It's all in the narration 

Who can give such a message 

Who truly is worthy? 

It very rare on human lips 

You won't find it through me 

It may be written on our hearts  

It's called eternity  

Those who seek will find it 

And the truth will set them free. 
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 Feeding the Beast 

I heard the news the famished beast is right out of control  

He's used us up  sucked us dry, now has no place to go  

His sins are stacked up to the sky every man will fall  

The whore that rode upon his back has spell bound them all  

The harlot drunk on saints blood fornicating with the world  

The world now raped the filthy snake has no where else to turn  

A ponzi scheme to me is seems is designed to deceive  

But when exposed and on the nose  

A slaughter is recieved.  
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 Mothers day

Here's to all the Mothers 

That cook and scrub the floor 

Who lay in bed with burdens 

While hubby has a snore 

Who deal with the issues 

That go with family 

Who buzz around like blue arse flies 

Hardly stopping for a pee 

You have earned this day of leisure 

On that we can agree 

So here's to all those Mothers 

Have a double G&T.
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 Crazy

You can say I'm crazy.  

I have to agree, 

Because if I am crazy,  

Crazy wouldn't see.  

Now that I see crazy,  

Crazy I can't be.  

I don't think I'm crazy. 

But that's not up to me.
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 Kingdoms 

Kingdoms come and kingdoms go 

They rise then they fall 

The Ancient landmarks of the nations shifted in the brawl  

When evil reigns all ways the same  

Others push on through  

Up they go with holy glow to the summit of success  

Only to find the very same kind has hatched inside their nest  

It seems to me there has to be a reason for the fall  

We march along to our own song singing fuck them all  

But the trap is set they know best in it they will go 

The valley full their sacred bull will finally be slain  

The books will be opened 

There will be no more trend 

It is the end 

When the Lord has spoken. 
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 Glory

Give glory to your name Lord  

For you are not like man  

You set the times and seasons  

Hung the Earth and universe's  

Let your righteous judgement Lord  

Fulfil all your curses  

For what is man but dust  

Clay in your hands  

Without your breath there is no life  

Why don't we understand? 

You created us for your pleasure  

So your glory could be told 

Not worship vanity, stone and wood, silver and gold 

They can't save us 

We can't hide in the end  

From your awesome power  

But you will call us friends  

If we accept the truth  

You will save us from this evil hour 

So praise the Lord  

If you know how 

If not I say to you  

Rend our heart 

When you hear His call 

  

Under His wing we can dwell  

Safe from this Hell  

Yes His friends  

It's true.  
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 Answers

The answers to the problems  

Are hidden in the lines  

Revealed in the pages of those with open eyes  

Volumes upon volumes only tell of one  

All drawn to Him only in His son. 

Prime evil forces hatched their evil plan  

To bring their destruction upon His sacred lands. 

As the fog gets thicker and you don't know what to do  

Look into the volumes  

His word is there for you. 

But Don't be fooled By listening to fables 

Call no one teacher 

They are for itchy ears 

Listen as He speaks to you 

Confirmation in our tears. 
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 Demented 

Did you hear about the 95 year old great grandmother  

Grabbed a knife and zimmer frame 

And went on a spree 

  

Nurses couldn't stop her they had to call the cops  

Praise the Lord for our brave forces  

The tasser she got 

Not just once, but once more 

Got her good, she hit the floor  

Five foot three, about 100 pounds 

Our fine police officers  

Are looking like clowns. 
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 There is

There is a vein that we can tap  

Where the spirit flows  

Where there is a ready pen  

A conduit for His prose 

To tell of the Almighty 

Nothing can compare  

There is joy for the workers  

Keeping in His care 

No writers block or sudden shock 

It just isn't there 

His glory goes on forever  

He will not give it to another  

Who will tell of His might 

The One: like no other.  

There is a Word  

Creations call 

To many sounds absurd  

But with the pen of grace 

His Word can bring healing to our world.  
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 Aquaman

The original Aquaman 

No one knows his frame 

Worked underwater for decades 

A man who knows his trade 

Yes he is a champion 

That must be said 

Only problem is 

The fuckers off his head 

Similar vintage vintage 

Grumpier than most 

Gets pissed and wants to disagree 

About things of the Holy Ghost 

Like others he is searching 

Trying to heal the pain 

But can't understand the reasons 

Can't see past the blame 

But I do genuinely care 

His spirit is true 

And if he would listen 

He would hear 

"I love you."
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